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department continues to be widely
recognized.
“He saw something in Midwestern
American kids - a work ethic, the
pleasure of handling materials,” said
Andrew Rush, one of Lasansky’s
graduate students. Rush studied with
Lasansky at the University of Iowa
from 1955 to 1958, and taught at the
University of Arizona and founded
“The Drawing Studio” in Tucson Arizona. “Lasansky taught us to share
his ‘great love of the process, making
marks, understanding paper, the role
of getting our hands on it to make
art.’” said Rush. “He produced
teachers. We spread it throughout
the country. Now there are fascinating printmakers who never met
Mauricio, but who are great because
of the space he provided. I was invited to teach short courses in several universities around the country.
That’s where I saw his influence and
what he did to make an artist-made
print important.”
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Alan Fern, director of the National
Portrait Gallery in Washington, D.C.
until 2000, had this reaction to the
Nazi Drawings:
“For Lasansky,
this was both an artistic watershed
and an emotional catharsis, during
which he turned his major creative
energies away from the print to give
physical embodiment to his seething
reaction against the Nazi holocaust.
He saw the unleashing of bestiality
in Germany during the 1930s and
1940s as a brutal attack on man’s
dignity, and felt it carried the potential seeds of man’s destruction.”

yet his influence and staying power
in the world of printmaking is certainly a testament to his sensitivity
and depth as a teacher. This legacy
is apparent from the hundreds of students he taught and the subsequent
impact of their work as printmaking
teachers in more than 500 schools
of higher education in the U.S. and
ack Orman, who studied with Canada.
Lasansky from 1957 to 1959
and started a printmaking proaul Arnold, began his 1955
gram at Colorado State University in
Univeristy of Minnesota
1963, where he taught for 37 years,
thesis titled The Influence
shares this recollection.
of Mauricio Lasansky with the following; “Mauricio Lasansky is a
“My first exposure to Mauricio La- strong personality, who makes a During his lifetime, Lasansky resansky’s teaching concepts and to positive impression on anyone who ceived six honorary doctorate of
intaglio printmaking came soon af- meets him. He is intense, lively, and arts degrees and had more than 250
ter Lee Chesney arrived at the Uni- clear thinking, with a tendency to- one-man shows in the U.S. and 35
Mauricio Lasansky
versity of Illinois to start a printmak- ward natural domination of any con- countries. His work can be seen in
“Nazi Drawing #17” 1961-1966
ing program. Andy Rush and I were versation. He speaks with authority more than 140 museums and public
Pencil, water based wash and
both undergraduates in Chesney’s born of long experience and much collections. An impressive legacy,
turpentine wash on paper/drawing
early classes at Illinois. Chesney thought on issues which are impor- well complemented by a lifelong
75” x 45” © Lasansky Corporation
would make references to Lasansky, tant to him. He has unlimited drive, and passionate dedication to teachand how he had founded an impor- which makes him an aggressive ing. Lasansky, had this to say, in the
tant center for the teaching of inta- leader. He has strong conglio printmaking at the State Univer- victions about art and sosity of Iowa (now the University of cial justice, two forces that
Iowa) in Iowa City. The “workshop” have been united in much
approach to studio art in which dif- of his work. In spite of his
ferent levels of experience and an basically serious orientation
open attitude toward creating art on toward life and his work, he
an individual basis was encouraged. has a ready wit and a gentle
When I arrived at Iowa to study with thoughtfulness toward his
Lasansky it was an exciting and very fellow man.”
stimulating environment for a young
artist to be associated with, not One of Lasansky’s crownonly because of a challenging and ing achievements was The
encouraging teacher, but also from Nazi Drawings completed
Mauricio Lasansky at work, 2004
the other students in the studio. The between 1961 and 1966
Image courtesy of Lasansky Gallery
lines were blurred between under- and first exhibited in 1967
graduate and graduate students and at New York’s Whitney Muthe interchange that occurred in the seum of American
studio between the students became Art and the PhilaMauricio Lasansky
an important part of the learning delphia Museum of
“Verdi with Crying Boy,” 2005
process. Mauricio not only ground- Art.
Collage with pencil and
ed his students with a respect for “I tried to keep not
pigment on paper/drawing
good technique and craftsmanship only the vision of
102” x 54” © Lasansky Corporation
but also a love for intaglio printmak- The Nazi Drawings
ing. Furthermore, he encouraged an simple and direct
1949 catalog A New Direction in
experimental attitude. In essence, but also the materiIntaglio. “When they ask me how I
he taught a love for art and print- als I used in makteach, I can only say that there is no
making. He constantly referred to ing them. I wanted
formula, I look on each student as an
the power of the print medium for them to be done
artist. I assume that he is sensitive.
personal expression. The excitement with a tool used
By sensitive, I do not mean temperaand enthusiasm that was created by everyone evmental, but responsive to the pasin this kind of environment had to erywhere, from the
sionate aspects of art.”
Mauricio Lasansky, 2000
spread, and it did.”
cradle to the grave,
at work with his assistant,
meaning the penFor more information on Mauricio LaJon Fasanelli-Cawelti,
An award-winning documentary cil,” Lasansky said.
sansky: www.lasanskyart.com
Image courtesy of Lasansky Gallery
about Lasansky described him as “I felt if I could use
“one of the most influential artists, a tool like that, this
teachers and philosophers of the art would keep me away from the virtu- Richie Lasansky is an intaglio printmaker who lives and works in Brooklyn, NY.
world.” Lasansky’s ability to convey osity that a more sophisticated me- He studied printmaking with his grandfather, Mauricio Lasansky,in his Iowa
a message is clear from his artwork dium would demand.”
City, IA studio from 1992 to 2000. richielasansky@yahoo.com
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